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ARABIC WINDOWS: ARABICIZANDOWS APPLICATIONS TO READ AND WRITING ARABIC al-Husein N. Madhany University of Chicago ABSTRACT A major obstacle to the teaching of Arabic as a foreign language has been the scarcity of technological resources available to both the teacher and the student. the student. This article is of a technical
nature. It provides detailed instructions for enabling Arabic Reading and Writing capabilities in: 1) all versions of the Microsoft Windows operating system, 2) the latest and most common versions of Microsoft Word and WordPerfect, and 3) Internet web browsers such as Netscape Navigator, Mozilla, and Internet Explorer. INTRODUCTION One of the
main obstacles to the teaching of Arabic as a foreign language has been the scarcity of technological resources available to both the teacher and the student. This article is the first step towards filling this niche by providing the average student and home computer user with the ability to access Arabic on the Internet and process Arabic texts,
regardless of their operating system and current software versions. Â Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Navegadores web de Internet como Netscape Navigator, Mozilla e Internet Explorer. This article also discusses consejos Ãotiles y ressources probados
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Arabic in Windows, Word, or both? The version of the word-processing program on your computer plays a central role in the level of ease with which you can work effectively in Arabic. During the first few days of Windows, you were required to enable your operating system with Arabic by purchasing additional Windows software and installing it on
your current version of Windows. When Microsoft started supporting non-Roman fonts from right to left in its flagship Microsoft Word software, it was no longer necessary to enable an operating system for Arabic, as you could simply enable Word for Arabic and not the entire Windows operating system. Therefore, it is possible to have an old Windows
operating system running a newer version of Word, and be able to write in Arabic only on Word and the Internet, but not on other programs. For example, it is possible to run Microsoft Word 2000 inside the 98 operating system and successfully word processing in Arabic, as well as reading and writing in Arabic on the World Wide Web.Fortunately for
new PC owners, the newer versions of Windows come with scripting in Arabic enabled, and the newer word processing programs also come with Arabic enabled. This combination makes Arabic writing from right to left perfect in various Windows applications including, among others, Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Publisher,
Microsoft FrontPage, Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft Excel, WordPerfect, Eudora, Internet Explorer, Mozilla and Netscape Navigator. Step 2: How to determine the version of your Windows operating system Arabic works perfectly on the latest versions of Windows, Windows XP and Windows 2000. To determine which Windows operating system is
running on your PC, start by right-clicking My Computer from the Desktop. Scroll down the dialog box and left-click on Properties. Left-click on the General tab at the top left of the box that appears In System, read about your operating system.If your operating system is Microsoft Windows ME, Windows 2000 Professional, Windows XP Home or
Windows XP Pro, continue with step 3a. If your operating system is Microsoft Windows 98 or Windows 98 SE, then the instructions below will help you add Arabic to Windows.You should note, however, that some elements will appear differently and some functions will work differently than the same elements in more recent versions of Windows.I
have discussed many of these differences below. Continue with Step 3a.If your operating system is Microsoft Windows 95a, Windows 95a, Windows, Windows, Windows, Windows, Windows, Windows, Windows 95b, or Windows 95c your Windows operating system is not enabled with Arabic support. Separate CDs or program disks (apart from
Windows and Office CDs) to arabize your entire Windows operating system or simply your word processing program, depending on your specific computing needs. Step 3a: How to determine the version of Microsoft Word or WordPerfect To determine the version of your word processor program, open the program you use to write most of your
documents.You should see the word Help on one of the toolbars at the top of the center of the page. at Help and click Help left again in the menu item labeled About X, where X represents the program you are using. About X is usually one of the last options available in the menu. After you left click on About X, a box will appear showing you the exact
version of your Microsoft has recently released its new oﬀice suit, Microsoft Oﬀice 2003.Ã ̈ Word 2003 (with in Oﬀice 2003) surpasses all previous word processors with respect to reading and writing scripts in Arabic.Ã ̈ The following website details what is new for Arabic in Oﬀice 2003 as well as additional features Online in Arabic: . If you are
considering upgrading to Office 2003, which I strongly recommend, be sure to read the section titled Arabic Test Tools Found by Left Clicking Please note that the Microsoft Office 2003 Test Tools CD must be purchased separately from the Microsoft Office 2003 CDs and can be found here for direct purchase: . When composing and editing in Arabic,
I have the experience that Microsoft Word 2003 (also known as Microsoft Word 11) works better than Microsoft Word 2002 (also known as Microsoft Word 10 or XP), which works better than Microsoft Word 2000 (aka Microsoft Word 9). In fact, Microsoft Office 2003 (alias Office 11) Â”s Arabic spell checker, grammar checker thesaurus are more
stable and more understandable in my experience than those of previous versions of The word. The Arabic capabilities of Microsoft Office 2003 are currently better than anything that WordPerfect has to offer. Likewise, WordPerfect 10 (also known as WordPerfect 2002) and superior is more friendly for all the things that WordPerfect 9 (also known as
WordPerfect 2000). Do not advise the use of Arab with earlier versions of Word or WordPerfect while executing Windows 95 unless you have Microsoft Word Arabic 6.0.Ã ¢ installed, but that is another story. If you have a previous version of any of these word processing programs, my advice is to update, as long as your computer has memory and
physical space to maintain a new word processor. If an update is not possible, check with a specialist in what your system may require to read the Arab and write itself. Step 3B: How to enable Windows Read the Árabes' sources before continuing, have your Microsoft Windows and Office CDS in case you must install additional components that are not
previously installed. For Windows XP Home and Windows XP Pro users, follow these instructions. �, Key click on Start. Left click on the control panel. Click Double left on regional and language options. Left click on the regional options tab at the top of the box that appear. Keep the standards and formats like English (United States). Left click on the
tab languages at the top of the box. In the supplementary language support, check the box that says file files for complex scripts and languages from right to left (including Thailand). Now click on the apply the button located at the bottom right of the box. Wait while your computer installs the necessary files. Insert Windows XP CDs if requested to do
it. Click on the Accept button Located on the part Left of the box to complete the process .. Restart your PC if requested to do so. For professional users of Windows 2000, follow these instructions. Key click on Start. Left click on the configuration. �, Click on the Control Panel. "Click double left in the regional configuration. Left left In the tagged tabs
in general at the top of the screen that appears. Keep the configuration of your location (location) as English (United States). On the same screen, in the language configuration for the system, check the Arab box. Now it was clicked on the Apply button located at the bottom right. If your operating system needs additional files to execute this function,
you will be asked to insert the necessary CDs. If these files have already been installed on your operating system, it will be installed. You may be asked to restart the computer. Make it. For users of all other versions of Windows, respect what follows. Key click on Start. Left click on the configuration. Ã, Left Click on the control panel. Click Double left
on the keyboard. Left click on the Languated Language tab at the top of the screen that appear. To add Arab, click on Add and scroll down to find Arab. If the Arab does not appear, then you must install this language from the Windows CD or from the Windows configuration function within adding / delete programs, depending on how your system was
originally configured. Before surrender, users of all other versions of Windows should try the following. Key click on Start. Left click. Left click on the configuration. Left click on the control panel. Double-left Click left. Click left. The tab labeled the Windows configuration. Scroll down in the list of options. Check the following boxes: Accessibility and
multilanguage support. Key click on the Apply button. If you are asked to insert the Windows CDs, do it. Restart the computer. Now return to the previous instruction set and try to allow your PC to re-read Arab. If the previous instructions do not That your PC can read Arab, continue with step 4 for more solutions. Step 4A: How to enable Windows XP
Home and Windows XP Pro users who write in BABE for Windows XP Home and Windows XP Pro users, follow these five instructions. 1 Left click on Start.Ã ¢ Left Left click on the control panel. Double -Alquy-left. In regional and language options. Left click on the tab languages at the top of the box. In text services and input languages, click on the
details. That appear in the services installed, click on the Add to Right button. A language box of the Add entry should appear. Arab Arab. You will see enough varieties of List. These specific versions of the Arab countries do not reflect any dialectical difference that can be enabled on your keyboard. Since there are no differences in the country's
choice, you can choose the country you want it to be labeled as it. 2 In the same box, directly in the input language, there is an area to select a keyboard designer from a drop-down menu. Scan the menu for an Arab keyboard. Choose an Arab keyboard and then click on the OK button. 3 There are small differences in keyboard designs available in
Microsoft. The keyboard you choose to determine what Árabes letters correspond to the English letters on the keyboard in front of you. If you are an initial Urabe user, then any of the three options available (Arab 101, Arab 102, or Arab 102 Azzerty) will do. More advanced users probably have a favorite, especially if it comes from the World Speech
World and Arab. If you want to know the differences between the Árabes keyboards, see step 5B below. If you want to know what do designs of the Arab keyboard of the previous three is my favorite, the simple answer is not of them. See step 6C for the design of the KEABE keyboard that most use. For now, choose any of the three design options of
KEABE keyboard and then click on the left on the OK button. 4 You must return to text services and the input languages box. Keep the default input language in English (United States) - United States. In the preferences, I Cli CK left the language bar | Button A picture of From the language bar it should appear. Check the box that says says The
language bar on the desktop and check the box that says the additional language bar icons in the taskbar. Finally, click on the OK button. "5 A box with a blue block (short for English) should appear on the blue block. Taskbar in the lower right corner or on the top right of your computer screen. When you click on the , it will allow you to change from
one language to another, in this case of IngReabe. and then on the left, by clicking on the configuration, it will allow you to easily access to enable additional input languages and keyboard designs on your PC. Continue to step 5. Step 4B: How to enable all Windows users to write Árabian sources for all other Windows users. These four instructions.
one Click on Start. Left click. Click on the configuration. Click on the Control Panel. Click Double Left on the keyboard. Left left at the top of the screen. In the change button. For those users who do not see n A box with a change button, click on the Add "button. A text service box will appear, an input configuration box will appear add or a Add
language box will appear. The default input language must remain in English (United States). If there is a box entitled Services installed, click on the Add and Search Árabes button. If such a painting does not appear, simply look for the Arab. Ã, If the Arab is not among the additional language options, you must do one of the two things, or both: 1)
Install the Arab language support from and .com / ProductUpdates /, /, or 2) Install a higher version of Microsoft Office and enable the Microsoft Office language setting for the Arab. Without If the BABE is among the many options, then you will see enough varieties of List of Arab. These specific versions of the kaeabe countries do not reflect any
dialectical difference that may be to be On your keyboard, since there are no differences in the election of the country, you can choose any country you want it to be labeled as Arab. "2 In the same box, in the input language, there is an area to select a type of drop-down menu keyboard. First, make sure that the box labeled the designer of the
keyboard is marked and then scan the menu For an Arab keyboard. Some Windows versions take you directly to the keyboard designer inside the Add configuration box. Do it is intuitive; scan the menu for an Arab keyboard. 3. 3 There is small AS Differences in keyboard designs available in Microsoft. The keyboard you choose to determine what Árab
lyrics correspond to the English letters on the keyboard in front of you. If you are an initial user, then any Of the three options available (Arab 101, Arab 102, or Arab 102 Azzerty) will probably have a favorite, especially if it comes from the World Speech World and in Scripture Arab.. If you want to know the differences between the keyboard designs.
BE, see step 5B below. If you want to know what designer of the Arab keyboard of the three above is my favorite, the simple answer is not of them. Look at step 6C for the KEY keyboard I use. But for now, choose any of the three design options of KEABE keyboard and then click on the left on the OK button. "Next, check the box that says enabled
indicator in the taskbar. Finally, click on the Apply button. A Blue in (short for lock), the block must appear in the taskbar in the lower corner right of your computer screen. When you click with the left button, which will allow you to change from an entry language to another, in this case from English SA. Right click on Blue Blue and Then to the left
by clicking on the properties. Step 5a: How to enable the keyboard On Windows screen now that the Arab is enabled enabled Your PC, how do you know what árab lyrics correspond to the keys of Inglés that are on your keyboard in English? You can buy sticky and transparent overlays to place you through your existing keyboard keys or you could buy
an Arab / English keyboard of a number of the online companies. For these options, see step 6A below. An alternative, free option is to use the virtual, free, built-in, free Microsoft Arab keyboard. Key click on the start. Click on the programs. Click left on Accessories. Key click on accessibility. Left click on the keyboard on the left. You will probably
want to create a direct access to the Arab keyboard on the screen and place it on your desktop or a rapid release toolbar. Microsoft Windows 98 SE, Windows 98, Windows 95C, Windows 95B and Windows 95A are not equipped with on-screen keyboard capabilities. If your version of Windows does not belong to this class, then it may be the case of this
feature or it has already been disabled or was never installed from your Windows CDs. Continue reading below to learn how to enable the on-screen keyboard in Windows. If your version of Windows belongs to this class, go to Step 5c to get a free alternative to the Arab keyboard on the screen. To enable the opening keyboard operator on Windows,
start by clicking left at home. Left click on the configuration. Left click on the control panel. Double-left, click Add or Remove Programs. Left click on the tab labeled Windows Configuration. Scroll down in the list of options. Check the following boxes: Accessibility and multilanguage support. Key click on Apply. If you ask you to insert your Windows
CDs, do it. Restart the computer. Now go back to the previous instruction set and try Enable the On screen again. If this does not work, please contact an IT specialist to help you. With the on-screen keyboard, open now, open a new Microsoft Word document. Click on EN and click on again in Arab. Move the mouse over the The keyboard will change
it to an Arabic type of letter. Now do you know where the keys are keys? You can write it directly into a document on the left by clicking on the keys with the mouse! Who said he wrote in Araba was difficult? Step 5B: Microsoft's Arab keyboard design. What are the main differences between Microsoft Arabic keyboards (101), BABE (102), and Arab
(102) and Araba Arabic (102)? Ã, What should I allow in Windows? Choose the three keyboards of this website and see by yourself: � ¢ Three keyboards will appear in three separate pop-up windows for your Perusal, so be sure to temporarily disable your announcement blocker. To see different states of keyboard, move the mouse on the status keys,
such as turn, tapas or alt. You can also block or unlock those keys by clicking with the mouse. Note that the main difference between the keyboard 101 and the two keyboards 102 is the placement of the DHAAL Arab letter on the top left of the keyboard 101, directly on the Tab key. It will also notice that the main difference between the keyboard 102
and the AZERTY keyboard 102 are the French characters in the place of the Arabic numbers on the Azerty keyboard. What is my favorite kite keyboard designer? None of the above. See step 6C for the design of the KEYS keyboard that I use and recommend to others. ., Step 5c: Installation of the Visual Keyboard Araba for Word 2000 and Word XP
(2002) The Microsoft Visual keypad is a utility that allows you to view the keyboard design for each place of entry or language within any Application of Microsoft Office. This is particularly useful services for computers running Microsoft Windows 98 SE, Windows 98, Windows 95C, Windows 95b or Windows 95A, since they are not equipped with the
on-screen keyboard. (See step 5A above.) So, Microsoft has CR SE A visual keyboard for these oldest operating systems if they are also running new office programs, such as Word Word Or word XP (2002). Sugger © the installation of this add-on if your version of Windows does not support the BRABE keyboard on the screen. To download and install
this add-on, go to /downloads/2002/vkeyinst.aspx.Ã- ¢ Please note that before you can use the visual keyboard, you must first install the language Ã Rabe (also known as the regional entry configuration) in your system. To do this, see steps 3 and 4 above. Once you have installed the keyboard languages and the visual keyboard is installed, using the
Visual Keypad is simple. To start the Visual Keypad Dorabe, click on Start, then click on the left on the programs, and finally, click on Microsoft Office Tools. The Microsoft Visual Keyboard can be found in this document. Left click. The keyboard for the current. The language appears. To change languages, search for the blue block, the two-letter
keyboard language indicator in your taskbar. To see a list of installed keyboard languages, click on the indicator once. To switch to Arab, click on it from the list. Open Microsoft Word and start writing in Araba with the visual keyboard as a guide. Step 6a: Buy Brabe keyboard stickers and keyboards in English English. UU For more permanent
solution to Arab writing, consider buying Arab keyboard adhesives (of what Contrary, known as overlaps or keyboard labels) or a keyboard in English Inglés. UU with English English. Factory letters printed on the keys. Both the keyboard stickers such as English-in-English keyboards. UU are available in Fingerit software ( . Make sure to buy at the
best price on these other good reputation websites: and Step 6B: Defining its own keyboard design for the Layout Fonts, the Microsoft Keyboard Layout Creator (MSKLC), available here to download: . MSPX, allows you to define define Proportional keyboard designer for fatty language fuges or rabbish transperions / Sã symbol of Romanization. Doing
so, will also allow you to enter symbols quickly and easily with a simple key pulse. The MSKLC is only compatible with computers running Windows 2000 and Windows XP, etc. Step 6c: Installation of a QWERTY / phonetico-phonectically free keyboard If you can not get used to the keyboards provided by Microsoft and you do not want to define your
own KEUB keyboard from scratch, I highly recommend using the Arab keyboard Available to download at the bottom of this website: � ¢ Ã ¢ árabic keyboard created by zsigri gyula more closely looks like sounds and US qwerty qwerty keyboard forms UU It is extremely useful if it does not qualify on a regular basis, and it is undoubtedly more
intuitive than the keyboards that Microsoft provides. If you are running Windows 98, it is or before, I suggest using the Microsoft Visual Visual Keypad (see Step 5b) along with this Qwerty-Fonetic Type keyboard to write within Microsoft Word 2000 or Word XP (2002 ). Step 7A: How to extend Arab support to all Programs in Windows Users running
Windows XP will want to enable the Arab in a large number of other programs, in addition to your favorite word processing program. To do so, start by clicking left. Beginning. Left click on the control panel. Click Double left on regional and language options. Left click on the tab languages at the top of the box that appear. In text services and input
languages, click on the details. | Button Left click on the advanced tab at the top of the new box that appears. Check the picture that says it extends compatibility with advanced text services to all programs. click In the Apply button on the bottom of the box. Restart your computer if you are asked to do it. "Step 7b: How to enable the right writing to
the left of the Arab in most of the versions of Word will be typing Araba backwards unless you allow the change of cursor right on the left on your Microsoft Word toolbar. First open a new document in Microsoft Word. Hide the mouse over the word file on the top left of the toolbar. �, Click with the right button. Move the mouse to the bottom of the
menu and click on the left on customize ... Click on the tabs at the top of the box that appear. In the Categories panel on the left, scroll down and click on the left. In the format of the word. In the correct command panel, scroll down until you find the keyboard language icon. He should be similar to the one in which we saw previously. Left click on the
keyboard language icon and arrest it to the toolbar and the deposit. directly below the word file. Do the same with right-wing and left icons to the right found directly below the keyboard language icon. These icons on the toolbar will serve as your shortcuts to switch between languages and write instructions as you make up your multilingual
documents in a soft micro word. Step 8A: How to automatically detect the Arabic language in Microsoft Word FREE FREE to use Arab in Microsoft Word is to configure it to automatically detect the language of the text that is being written. To do this, first open Microsoft word. Click on the Tools menu at the top of the screen, select Language, and
then click on the left in the language. Left click on the box that says Language Automatically. Finally, click on the OK button. Microsoft The word can now detect the Araba that was installed by the installation of Arab test tools. The word can also The spelling and the grammatic of the text written in Arab. Step 8B: How to enable the Test Tools in
Microsoft Word, you know that an Arab orthography verifier, an Arab gramagic verifier and a dorale thesaurus are also available in Microsoft Word? They are found on the Arabic test tools and work best when using Microsoft Word 11 (AKA 2003) or Microsoft Word10 (AKA 2002 or XP). XP). Try whether or not you have the tools of tests installed on
your computer, type a little Gibberish in Arab, press the F7 key and see what happens. If the language is not recognized, then it is necessary to install the Office XP test tools. Insert the office XP CD-ROM test tools. Click on Start and then on the left Click Run. Visit to find the following on the inserted CD-ROM: ptksetup.exe. In the configuration of the
test tools, select Personnel for the type of configuration you want to make. Select the Arab language test tools and then click on the left, run everything from my computer. After the end of the installation, restart the computer. Test tools Arabes for Microsoft Office 2003 (also known as Microsoft Office 11) is not compatible with previous versions of
Microsoft Office. The Microsoft Office 2003 Test Tool CD must be purchased separately from the Microsoft Office 2003 CDs and can be found here for direct purchase: = 22 & PCID = 071B9CED-ED82-47EVE-B5FA-A42ECBDEC9B7 & TYPE = OVR. 'The following website details which is new to the BRABE in the 2003 office in addition to the Extra
Arab property features: /. Step 8c: How to write Hindi and Arab numbers in Microsoft Word: Windows XP and Windows 2000 users, writing Hindi numbers, now it is easier than ever. In the same new Microsoft Word document, click on the word Tools. In the upper toolbar. Move to the bottom of the menu, and click on the options ... .. Left click on the
tab with the complex scripts labeled at the top of the new box. In general and to the right of the number, scroll down the menu and select Click left on the OK button. The context function will allow Windows XP and Windows 2000 users to use the Arabic numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) when typing in the input language) and the Hindi numbers when writing in
The input language AR (Arab). Step 8D: How to soften to soften The screen sources that use the softening of sources make the Arab and other languages right on the left be easier to read on the computer screen. These instructions reflect a classic designer of the Windows operating system and do not conform to the Windows XP Improved Design. In
all versions of Windows, Left Click Start, click on the configuration and click on the left on the control panel. Find the icon on the screen and click Double, click on it. Next, click on the Effects tab at the top of the box that appears in the visual effects, click on Ã ¢ Ã ¬ Å, ¬ Step 9a: Free Árabes Fuentes Â The Arab Source favored in Microsoft Word
2002? Ã â, Â, Â, Ã ¢ Ã ¢ Ã ¢ Ã ¢ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ¢ Ã ¢ Ã ¢ â, ¬ Of course. All diacritics appear separated from (that is, do not touch) the letters to which they belong , A rare finding in the Brabe Typification Business. The Árabes' sources for purchase can be found on the websites of many suppliers of sources. The Summer Lingüstics Institute of
LingÃstica., now commonly known as SIL International , hosts not only the Árabian sources for the purchase ( , but also the resources to acquire free áberry sources (http: //www.sil .org / Informatic / Fonts / Lang / Archives.html). Although it is not as pretty the eye, since the bought Árabian sources are available to download from numerous websites.
The best are included here. Alan Wood offers Unicode's Arab fountains for Windows and Macintosh platforms ( in addition to A test for Unicode support in web browsers ( /unicode/arabic.html). The type of directors of type, an international typography organization, recently selected two winning entries in Arab On display on your website here: .html
and here: . Tickets reflect the work of Mamoun Sakkal, an international expert in Arabic and Islamic art, calligraphy Arab, Arab, Graphic and Web Design.Their beautiful and award-winning website and fonts can be found here: . Step 9b: Three Free Arabic Transliteration Fonts Of the many Arabic transliteration fonts available for use on Windows, the
four described below are the best, in my opinion. The first is provided by Microsoft for a fee. The last three are available free of charge on various Internet sites. My recommendation is to download all of the freely available sources and install them all on your computer.Where do you need a robust, stable Arabic transliteration system? cross-platform
and cross-computer, and then buy the Microsoft font. For easy-to-follow instructions on how to install any font you have downloaded from the Internet, copy and paste this link into your web browser window: . 1Those with serious Arabic transliteration needs may be interested in acquiring or upgrading to Microsoft Word 2003 when it is available, as it
will include for the first time a font titled “Microsoft Arabic Typesetting”, an impressive solution to the quagmire of Arabic Romanization.Unfortunately for all of us, Microsoft Arabic Typesetting is currently not available for previous versions of Word due to license restrictions. Examples of this award-winning source are available here: and here: . To
access the Arabic font of Microsoft Typesetting Font, as well as the spelling and grammar revision of Microsoft Word 2003, you must have Microsoft Office Proofing Tools 2003 installed separately, available here: . Checks The Microsoft Office 2003 Suite that purchased contains this CD-ROM or test files. Ã, is inside the previous previous test tools CDROM There are the Arab language source files. For instructions on how to install the Arab test tools, see the instructions that come with the CD-ROM or read my instructions in step 8 above. Note that Microsoft Word 2003 and your test tools are not currently supported in previous versions of the Windows operating system other than Windows 2000
SP3 (Service Pack 3) and Windows XP. 2: Far, one of the best (pre-Microsoft Word 2003) free and complete transliteration systems available can be downloaded from here: (link Updated January 2, 2006). The Translation Source of Titus Cyberbit is a product of an academic and standardization scanning project. The installation instructions are
available in the previous link. See the beauty of the source of transliteration in accident here if it doubts: Ã, http: //web.archive.org/web/20050308121121/ . HTM (Fixed Link Archive January 4, 2006) F., 3Ã, the Institute of the University of McGill of Islamic Studies have appointed the new source of the free Arab source to download. Your website also
provides an useful transliteration table for a rapid reference, instructions for using the source of the new Arab Source and instructions for downloading and installing the source. Here: / (fixed link January 4, 2006). 4, ZÃrich University has eight source files and an instruction guide available to download as a single zip file on your website. If you do not
read German, you can have http: //www.google.com/ Translate the page for you by copying and picking this link in your Box of search engines. This font package of Helvan and Timur is seen and works very similar to the Arabic source of the Not so easily available (it should not be confused with the new Arab Source of the Times). The University of
ZÃrich Helvan and Timur Fonts can It also available for Macintosh platforms. Step 9c: Free Creation of PDF files to share files efficiently with non-Roman sources A thorn on the side of those who qualify in the non-Roman source languages has been 1) trying to access documents with non-Roman sources away from Your home computer, 2) trying to
print such documents from a printer that is not attached to your home computer, 3) and trying to share such documents with other users by email. Now that you can create files using Language Sources and Brab Transliteration Sources, how is it possible to share the files that you have created without installing the same exact operating system,
exactly the same version of the word processor program and Exactly on the same source package on the computer of another person? The answer is converting its WordPerfect document or Microsoft Word to a PDF file (portable document format) to preserve its precious sources. The use of a PDF file extension (ie, a .pdf instead of an .doc or .wpd file
extension) allows you to share an Arabic document with others without worrying about the operating systems of other users and packets of sources, or lack it. Ã, Download and installation of Adobe Acrobat Reader If you do not have it, it is the first step in this process. The reader is available for free from here: . This program will allow you to read
PDF files. The ability to read PDF files is provided free of charge by Adobe Acrobat; However, the ability to create PDF files is not provided for free. Well, almost no. In the most recent version of WordPerfect, the ability to create PDF files has been fully integrated, in such a way that the purchase of another program is unnecessary. If it is not
necessary. It has this last program of of fingerprints, a free PDF creation program, is available here: �³n download the following two files to your desk from the top "pdf995 2 -Step download : 1) PDF995 Printer Printer and 2) Free converter. After downloading them, install them on your double left computer by clicking on each of them, but be sure to
install the converter first, and install the second printer driver. This PDF conversion program is free because it announces a sponsor page in your web browser every time you run the software. When buying the software key to get a nominal price, you can create free PDF files. However, when viewing or sharing your PDF files with another person,
however, no ads will be displayed. Note that this is a fully functional program that is integrated into your operating system. It is not a test version, and does not expire. How do I use PDF995 to create a Microsoft Word PDF file, WordPerfect or any other program? First, create a file and then select Print on the File menu. In the Print Dialog box, use
the drop-down arrow to choose the name of your printer in the drop-down menu. Select the PDF995 printer. Ã, left click on accept. Finally, write a name for the PDF file you want to create. The file can now be shared by email and can be opened using Adobe Acrobat or other PDF readers. And the best news is that its precious beloved language
sources and the Sources of Arab transliteration remain uninterrupted and intudented. Step 10: How to enable navigation on the Arab web and what happens with the Internet? Ã, Netscape Navigator (NN) versions 7.x, Mozilla versions 1.3 and higher, and Internet Explorer (IE) versions 5.5 and on all Visualization support and Arabic composition on
the Internet. Directions on how Arabicize Internet Explorer is still in two steps. 1 First check what version of IE has. You can do this by opening, that is, and click on the word Help at the top of the toolbar. .- Left click on Internet Explorer. IF THE NUMPER OF It is above 5.5, then continue. If not, consider updating your web browser. Key click on the
tools in the toolbar. �, Left click again on the Internet options. Left click on the Tap at the top of the picture that appears. At the bottom of the box, click on the Languages ... Button. Left click on the Add ... button inside the language preferences box that appear. Find all varieties of listed, select them all depressing the Ctrl key on your keyboard
while clicking on them simultaneously, and then click on the OK button. Now appear inside the Languages panel. Click left on the OK button within the language preference. box. Finally, click on the OK button inside the Internet Options box and restart the computer. 2 Ã, 2 If you ever find yourself on a BLABE website whose text can not read, then it
is probably the coding that is the coding that is deactivated. Ie open and left left on the View button on the toolbar very high. Drag the mouse over the encoding and left click again. Select Arab (Windows) per left click. Wait for the web page to restart. If this still does not do the trick or if you do not see the Op Arab (Windows) will appear, then, on the
left, click MÃ S. A large menu will appear, and the three main options will be different codifications of Árabes. Select each one by one on the left by clicking on them until the text appears readable. Now try on surf by . Netscape Navigator and Mozilla are seen and operate very similarly. Directions about Arabicize Netscape Navigator 7.x remains in
two steps. 1 First check what version of Netscape has. You can do this by opening Netscape and you click on the word Help at the top of the page inside the toolbar. Left click on the toolbar. If the version number is above 7.0, then continue. If not, consider updating your web browser. Left click on the bar tools. Ã, Ã, left, click on the preferences "|."
Click Double left in the word Navigator on the category panel. Key click on the tongues of the word. Left click on the Add to Languages for Web Pails box that appears. Find all the varieties of Listing, select them all by pressing the Ctrl key on your keyboard while clicking on them simultaneously, and then click on the OK button. Now appear within
the languages for web pages panel. Left click on the OK button inside the OK button Languages for web page panel. Finally, restart the computer. 2 If you ever meet an Arab web page, whose text can not read, then it is probably the coding that is turned off. Open nn and, click on the View button on the very, drag the mouse on the mouse on the
toolbar. Coding of characters and left click again. Drag the mouse over more and click with the left button. "Drag the mouse over the Middle East and Left, click again. Select Arab (Windows) per left click. Wait for the web page to restart.. If this still does not do the trick or if you do not see The IRABE option (Windows), try one of the other available
Árabs options. Select each one by one on the left by clicking on them until the text appears. Readable now Browsing HTTP: //www.aljazeera.net/. What follows? Now that the full writing, reading and word processing capabilities in Arab are available on the home PC, and now that the BABE is Facilities easily accessible on the Internet, a world of
language training activities has opened to the field of Arabic teaching as a foreign language.. "We can finally expect our students to send draft written of long compositions in Araba , as long as we would expect them to do in any language course. Our students can join the chat rooms in Araba and practically interact with the graceful writers around
the world. WORLD Electronic finding, Arabic writing, feather friends is no longer a challenge due to technological efforts of The shipping and the reception of Árabes emails have never been faster. Even online Arab competition tests are being developed and tested by a series of Arab language institutions in conjunction with the Education
Department. The possibilities, as you can see, are tremendous. tremendous. Everything starts with the Arab enabled in Windows. About the author Al-Hussein N. Madhany is an Arab professor at Georgetown University and is also a PhD student at the Near East Languages and Civilizations Department at the University of Chicago. Although far from
getting your doctorate, you can get to Dr_madhany@yahoo.com with comments, criticists and questions related to the Arab enablement in Windows applications, a set of skills in which "Windows of Barabiting. ". â, ¬.
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